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I. INTRODUCTION 

. 

Fuelwood is the primary source of energy for over 90?& 
of the households in the developing countries. In many areas 
population pressures ha:Je consistently led to demand exceeding 
supplies which in turn*has led to higher costs in terms of 
money and labour. Women bear the burden of this increased 
cost by spending a greater pronortion of their time and energ:? 
collecting firewood. Theecological consequences are equally 
grave: reduced soil fertility (even desertification), severe 
flooding and soil erosion. 

It is li!rely that wood and. other biomass fuels will continue 
for some years as the most important fuels for the majority of 
people in developing countries; The problem needs to be attacked 
in several ways. In the long term re-afforestation and silvi- 
culture programmes need to be extended and new programmes 
initiated. Present supplies of wood need to be used more 
efficiently. A widespread introduction of more efficient wood 
stoves could potentially reduce the demand on biomass fuels and 
extend the time available for the long term measures to take 
effect. ' 

During the 1950’s and early 60's a large amount of work 
was carried out into the design and testing of so-called 
improved mud stoves (generally referred to as Chulas), Authors 
such as Singer (1961) and Raju (1953) claimed that these stoves 
saved up to 50% of the wood normally used for cooking and heating. 
Attempts were made to introduce these stoves in India, Africa and 
Asia. However, except in a few isolated cases, they were 
genepally not accepted. The reasons for the failure of these 
stove programmes are many and varied'. For instance, recent 
tests have indicated that for some types of cooking, such as 
Indian, Fijian and Chinese, most of the improved chules were 
less efficient thsn the indigenous stoves: (5, Siwstibau, 1378 
A similar problem has arisen with a new tyne of imnrovcd mud 
stove called the Lorena which w$s produced in 1974 by a poun 
of people in Guatemala, The designers; (Evans If379 > clnimcd t,hgt 
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? Detailed a Zc7lyse.s may te fourld in F:or!'<s by PIorGan et al (Y!q?p), 
Joseph and Gould (1978), Josc=~h (qq;;c)j 
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it could save up to 50% of the firewood used in traditional . 
stoves; it would also be easier to use than traditional stoves , 
and vzould promote kitchen cleanliness and hygeine by eliminating 
smoke and by raising the cooking surface from the ground. The 
Guatcmalan Lorena stove is now being widely promoted throughout 
the world and a number of organisations have built and 
introduced these stoves into communities in Asia, Latin America . 
and Africa. However, initial reactions indicate that in - 
different cultural settings with shorter cooking times the 
Lorena may give a poorer performance2 than is claimed by the '-, 
designers. 

In this report we shall examine: 

1) the design and construction of improved mud stoves; 

2) the results of field and laboratory work carried out 
by ITDG and its collaborators3; 

3) the problems of introducing improved stoves and 
ways of overcoming these problems. 

In the first half of 198-l, our collaborators in Sri Lanka 
and Indonesia will be building and testing a wide range of mud 
stoves, The results of the laboratory and field work will 
.form the basis of our second report on mud stoves. 

2 Performrnce - -this relates not only to fuel consumption 
but also the cooking time and the ease of operation 

3 Dian Desa, an approrxriate technology orgnnisstion in Central 
Java .Zi:d Sarvodaya, R rural. development crganisntion in Sri 

' Lalnka 
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TYPES OF IMPROVED MUD STOVES 

The Chula . . . . . 
There are two basic types of improved mud stoves, the 

Chula and the Lorena stove. The chula, which was developed in 
India is the first type,, The Lorena stove will be discussed 
in the next section. . 

Chula is a Hindi word and literally means fireplace; More 
than thirty different improved chulas have been designed and 
built in India (National Building Organisation 1964). However, 
the basic design does not vary significantly from those shown . . 
in Figures 1 and 2. .- 

1. 130cm ------4 

Figure 1: The b-holed 
HERL Chula 
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The chula is constructed from a block of clay and sand. 
The most common method:of construction is .to pack mud around 
a carefully prepared mould; when dry a tunnel is carved out 
horizontally through.the block.and holes are cut to fit the 
cooking vessels and chimney. The fire is made at the end of 
the tumlei beneath the first pot; a chimney of clay or'sheet 
metal is fitted at the other end. Hot gases and flames flow 
through the tunnel, under the pots -and up the chimneyI A damper 
provides draught control; the number of pots and the size and. - 
height of the stove are adjusted to suit the,user's preferences. 

I- 
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km 
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.Figure 2: The 2-holed 
PRAI Chula 
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- . 2.2 The Lorcna Stove 
. 

'Lorena' is a word-derived from a combination of two 
Spanish words, llodo' meaning mud and 'arena' meaning sand. 
The design was developed in Guatemala but it.is essentially 
a modified version of the improved Indian chula. 

Like the chula, the stove is made,from a block of clay arid 
sand and carved out when dry, Complete blocks may be built with 

. *' moulds or else a series of mud layers may be plastered on top 
of each other. The stove can be built in a range of sizes and 
may accommodate up to four pots (Figs 3-7). 

Figure 3: The High Mass 
Lorena Stove : 

t-25-1 

cross-,section A.-A 



The unique features of tpis stove which distinguish it * 
from the chula are: , 

: . 
1. Both the entrance way and cdmbustion chamb& have a 
parabolic cross-section which increases the size from the 
entrance inwards (Fig 3a). The floor of the chamber slopes 
inwards to allow for ash formation. The height of'the ' 
chamber is usually between 20 and 25cm. The pot sits on 
top of the chamber. In the orie;inaZ design a m&x'1 damp,er‘ 
was placed between the entrance and the combustion chamber:, 
(Pig 3b). 

Figure 3a: The Parabolic Entrance Way 



2, The flues and pot holes - The most commonly used 
configuration is shown in Fig 3. The flue is 
taken from the side at the back of the combustion chamber 
to the second pot hole. 

In Figs 4 and 5 two flues run from either side 
. . . . of ‘the combustion chamber to the, second and third pot 

holes. The flues are inclined upwards and meet the pot 
holes at a tangent. The pot,holes are shaped so that 
the pots sit down into the hole and the gases swirl around 
the undersides. The exit flue from one of the pot holes 
leave tangentially and either goes into the next not hole 
or out into the chimney. .. 
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Figure 4 - 
Flue configuration 
of High PIsss Lorena 

Fi,gure 5 -- 
Flue configuration 
of High Mnss LOT’FW. 
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The flue and pot hole configuration in Fig 6 is similar 
to that of the Her1 Chula (p.3). The flue leaves the back 
of the combustion.chamber, converges and then enteres the -' 
second pot hole'. The hot gases pass round the sides of the 
pot and enter the next flue, which is slightly narrower 
than the previous flue. This flue then leads to the third 
pa-t hole before joining up with the chimney., The'flue ' 
and pot hole configuration in Fig 7 is the most compact 
of the lorends and will accommodate only 2 pot holes. - 

Figure 6 - Flqe and 3-holed configuration 
of,yigh Mass Lorena 

Figure 7 - Flue and 2-holed 
configuration of 
High Mass Lorena 

3. The use of dampers - These are used to control the 
amount of air entering the'Lorena stove. The designers ' 
believed that the control and channelling of thzair, . 
combined with careful construction of the combustion - 
chamber and the sitting of the pot in the gas stream, 
would promote high combustion efficiencies and percentage 
heai utilisation (Appen,dix I> in the cooking process, 

In Fig 4 (see p.7) the dampers also allow cooking 
with oniy two of the pot holes. 
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FIELD TESTS 

In 1978, Dian Desa began a programme to build high pass 
lorena stoves in Indonesian village;. The initial reaction 
to the stoves was not encouraging. It was found that the high 
mass stoves were unsuitable for the short cooking times generally 
required in the preparation of Asian meals. The time taken to 
cook on the Lorena stove wa;s greater than on the traditional 
stove and there was no significant saving in fuel. When smaller 
Lorena stoves were built many more were accepted. 

In February 1980, one of the authors (S. Joseph) spent two 
weeks testing Lorena and traditional stoves in Indoensian 

-4 villages . A total of nineteen tests were carried out on three 
different traditional stoves and ten lorena stoves with three 
and four'pot holes, on stoves constructed on lines similar to 
those in Figs 4, 5 and 6. Three of the Lorena stoves clearly 
had a superior performance to the traditional stoves, in terms 
of cooking time, quantity of wood used, percentage heat utilisad 
and ease of operation. Four of the Lorena stoves were clear%%y 
worse than the traditional stoves and were not being used, The 
remainder had a similar performancee to the traditfonnl stoves 
and were being used when cooking times were longer than the time 

'taken to bring a pot of water to the boil, 

The results of the tests indicated that i;he reasons for 
poor performance were: 

1) incorrectly placed chimneys causing inadequate draught; 

2) flues blocked by ash or pieces of ceramic pots. These 
pieces had originally been used to raise the pot'abcve the 
hole to allow more heat to reach the cooking pot. This 
indicates -that either the draft was insufficient or t'hc 
combustion chamber and flues were the wrong shape or 
dimensions; 

3) incorrectly placed fl.ues, resulting in poor heat 
transfer. The exact reasons for this poor heat transfer 
are not yet fully understocd: 

w--L* . . ---B-IL-a.--, PaIn.=--.- -u--u --- 

4. The testing proct-<Y! :!'~-c used is detailed in Interim Reporl, Ili~, 9 
ITDG, . ltove~l~bcr -j y:$-J 
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4) damaged dampers or damper slots - -the.users were 
unable to control the flow of air and hot gases into 
and out of the stove; .' 

5) incorredly shaped pot holes, The hole over the 
combustion chamber was too small, thus .rcducing the heat 
transferred by radiation. Some of the pots did not sit, 
into chf: second, third and fourth pot holes. Since only a 
limited contact with the hot gases could occur,. heat - 
transferred to these pots was markedly reduced; . 
6.1 incorrectly made combustion chamber. Oftei? thS 

combustion chamber was either too small or too large. 
This led to poor combustion (indicated by low CO2 levels 
a:ld high excess air) with a consequent increase in creosote 
2nd soot formation. 

3.1 Field 'Pet Conclusions 

The smaller mass Lorena stoves had consistently better 
performances than the large mass stoves, which were only more 
efficient when used constantly throughout the day, e.g. in the 
chief's household where food is cooked constantly for guests, 
Stoves constructed along the lines..shown in Fig 5 were consistently 
better than those shown in Fig 6. These results indicate a clear 
need to investigate in more detail the factors that affect the 
performance of mud stoves and to consider alternative small mud 
stoves such as the Indian chula. It is also apparent that the 
poor performahce of Lorena stoves, due to bad,construction, 
incorrect use and insufficient maintenance, indicates the need 
for the training of stove builders and extension workers. 
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4. LABORATORY TESTS 

The laboratory test work was undertaken by ITDG in England. 
The aims were: 

I) to determine the main variables that affect the 
performance of mud stoves; 

2) to establish a procedure for the improvement of mud 
stove designs in order to extend the lifetime of the 
stoves, promote greater ease of use over a wide range of 
cooking practices and to improve performance in terms of 
the quantity of wood used and the cooking time; 

3) to compare the performance of the small Chula with 
the small and large Lorena stoves. 

. 
It was also hoped that as a result of these tests a deeper 

insight would be obtained into the underlyingprinciples of 
combustion and heat transfer that affect the performance of. 
mud stoves. 

The times used were: 

1) Pot, to the boil (BP,) 

2) Pot, to the boil + ten minutes (BP1 S,o) 

3) Pot2 to the boil (BP2) 

4) Pot2 to the boil, plus 30 minutes (BP2 S30) 

5) Pot2 to the boil, plus 60 minutes (BP2 S60) 

The draught was varied by a damper placed in the chimney 
and by altering the height of the chimney. At medium draught 
the damper was fully opened and in a nine foot high chimney. 
A low draft was obtained by closing the damper 80' from the 
vertical. An extra nine feet was added to the chimney to obtain 
a high draught 

The procedure llsed for testing the stoves follows that set 
out in the ITDG Interim Report No. I. The stoves were placed 
on a weighing platform (capacity 5Okg k .05) and a flexible stain.- 
less steel flue liner was connected between the chimney port. on 
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the stove and a fixed metal-asbestos chimney 274cm high and 
12cm diameter. Solid state thermocouples were used to me:lsure . 
temperatures up to 750°C and chrome/alumel thermocounles were 
used to measure temperatures from 1OO'C to 1000°C. Gas samnles _ * 
were taken continuously from thq flue liner and analysed for 
o:%ygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. Changes in draught 
were noted using a Baccarach draught gauge. Data on the 
composition and temperature of the gases were continuously logged 
into a microprocessor. Changes in wood weight, draught and 
observations of charcoal formation and fl?Jme characteristics were 
noted by hand. Data was processed at the end of the experiment- 
and recorded. 

The test fuels were IROKO (a west African hardwood) and 
JELATONG (a Malaysian hardwood). These woods have very diffclent 
burning characteristics, Jelatong being a fast burning wood that 

'produces long flames, and Iroho being a slow burning wood. that 
produces shorter flames. The Iroko had a moisture content of 
11.5% 5 and Jelatong a moisture content of 14.5$s These moieq;ure 
contents were varied up to 50.0$&. Both woods were cut into, 
standard sizes of 2.4 x 15cm long, 2.4 x 6Ocm and 5.0 x 5.0 x 

:60cm. The wood was either fed continuously into the stove or in 
batches. The fire was started with about 5g of paper and about 
4Og of small kindling. 

A uniform method of stac!ting and feeding was used over all 
the experiemtns. At the start of a test series on a new stove 
the laboratory personnel first familiarised themselves with the 
problems of using the stove and then standardised the method of 
operation. 

Aluminium pots 20cm and 18cm diameter respectively were 
used in all th'e exnerimcnts. The bigger pot (pot,) was pieced 
at the front and the smaller pot (pot2) XE placed at the back. 
Tests were to be carried out with varying types and sizes of pots 
but severe cracking of the stove prevented this. , 

Three stoves were tested (see Figs 3, 8 and 9). The stove 
in Figure 3 has been described earlier (~~5). A small moss 
version of the Lorena stove (LSI) is ,chown in Figur? 8, ~+hll.e 
Figure 9 is a version of the' two-holed. chula (GS). , 

5 Dry basis - all moisture contf-:!~t~ -jre exnressed rc>lativc to 
. the moisture free mass of the SW?., 
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A totn.~L of fifty tests m’s carried out on the stoves, bt1-t 
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natural dc’ccrioration of the stove body occured during *Hiis 
lxinlc o It vms thcreforc~ necessary to repcat a ctnndard contra!. 
experirn:~.nt pctriodiczll y in order to monitor the &ffetzmts of 
dcteriorotion cm the Last reml:t..s, \‘lhen the results were 
Si~if:i~C~ll~~JLII.Jr El.ffPCted the SCYiOS of te:;t,r, \!r?S ~tcslililla~t:cc~... 
This OCCU~C~. after .t~jr~1:;ty---I;~l):IOc! lJ?>;i;s 0:1 -l;)-1c J,SI s.i;nvc and 

after ‘t\./l31-~~y tests 0x2 -I;hc: CT; s-tw\re, ‘I?).lr: J,,STI S’tOVC? did ilot* 
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Figure 9: The GS Stove. 

52 

Cross section A-A 

4.1 General Observations of Laboratorv Tests. P-m- -----a- . 
The results indicated that the'most important variable - 

affecting performance of the stoves is the configuration of 
combustion chamber and the pot holes. Baffles' can measuxxbl:: 
dccyess'c- '&c wood use and the time taken to boil, In .l;l?C GS 
stove a baf'fio was placwl in the back pot hole (Fig 9, c!"us:; 
sectiori > . 

’ 
. 



The effect of the baffle was to restrict the burning rate - . 
of the wood and force the flames and hot gases to hit the b&c::? 

- _ of the pot at a relatively high velocity (~2.7 m/set). 

In the LSI, a small baffle was placed across the exit 
from the combustion chamber .to the flue at an angie of ab0u.f: 
60" to the floor of the stove (Fig 8, cross-section). The ~2 "<~!~t 
of this was to concentrate the flames under the base of th-: 
first pot. 

A change in draught also significantly changes the 
- performance of the stove. A very low draught increases the 

time taken to boil and the quantity of fuel used to bring the 
pots to the boil. Under optimum draught conditions an increase 
in fuel moisture content only slightly changes the nercentape 
heat utilised (PEN) ( see Appendix 1) and increases BP -l' For 

longer cooking times, an increased moisture content does not 
significatly affect the performance of the stoves, (up to 
407s moisture content d.b.). 

As in the field, the small mass stoves performed better' 
than the large mass stoves. The Lorena type stoves were most 
sensitive to changes in all the variables. The overall 
performance of the LSI stove was more sensitive to changes in 
the draught, the moisture content of the wood and quantity'of 
water boiled than the GS stove (see Appendix 2), It wa.s 
found that the optimum.nerformance of the LSI stove was 
obtained at approximately BP, S,,G, wherease the optimum 
performance of the GS stove was reached at approximately 
BP1 ST-," The LSII stove reached its optimum at about 2 hours 
after pot, was brought to the boil. These differences can ' 
be attributed'to the relative masses of the stoves. The larger 
mass LSII stove appeared most sensitive to changes in operatox 
conditions, especially variations in draught and use of the 

e dampers, The optirrlum performance of the LSII stove occured 
!:rhen the stove was hot, only twc pots were used, an averaqe 
burning rate of 22g/min l':as mairltained and air dried wood zns 
used. It was much more difficul t to ipite wet wood in the 
enclosed firobos: of the LSIJ sto vc than in the or~en fiwbove.5 
of the GS and LX stoves. 

The 131 stove was fog.nd to lx the most sensitive o:? the 
smaller stoves to all uRriations.in operating conditions, 
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It was particularly sensitive to an increase in the moisture 

content of the wood!, which made the fire difficult to start, ' - 
produced a lot of smoke and required almost constant attention. . 
The stove was most convenient to use when long pieces of air- - 
dried Jelatong were used, with a medium draught and baffle in 
the combustion chamber,, 

The CS stove was less sensitive to an increase in moisture 
content or a variation in draught, It was also easier to operate 
at a medium draught with long pieces of air-dried Jelatong. s 

The results of the cooking test s emphasised the necessity ior 
pot holes which could accommodate more than one size. Although 
the pot holes of the smaller stoves were not strictly inter- 

'changeable, it was possible to swap the pots and thereby use the 
heat more efficiently. 

When only one pot of water was boiled a cold mud stove was 
not as efficient as a well protected and operated open fire, 
%hen a hot mud stove was used the efficiencies were nearly the 
same (see Appendix 3). 

4.2 Discussion of LSI Test Results 

4.2.1 Phvsical Tests -c 

The first two tests were carried out without any baffles 
The time to boil 2 litres of water in pot,, was approximately 
fifteen minutes and 5OOg of wood were used, (see Table 'I/A). 
Pot2 came to the boil soon after. A baffle was placed in the 
combustion chamber and tnree further tests were carried out. 
The time BP,, remained the same but the wood used decreased to 
an average of 280g (see Table l/B). The temperature of the water 
in pot2 was only 80' at BP,,, the remaining tests were all. carried 
out 'ilith a baffle in plac e since this increased the PXJ, 

Tests were carried out to determine the effects of variatiixx 
in the draught, moisture content, size of wood used and amount* 
of water in each pot. The results of these tests are given in 
Tables 2.q and 2-7, Appendix 2. The rc:latinnship b&.Ween the 
PHU and the burning rate is aho!;ln graphically in Tables 2,3 and 
2.4; Appendix 2, The-? burning rate vsried from 8--3Og'miri fcr 
cooking timer of BF, and EP1 S,o. 

' For the time BP1 the r'ano'n of FHU for all experimental 
conditi ens ~-7,s 13-24*' ,,o with a mai:i:rium value retached at a 
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burning rate of 18g/min, The PHU increased after BP, and ' - 
reached a maximum of 26/, at the lower burning rate of 14g/min, 
The maximum PHU does not seem to vary for &oking times of -' 
up to 18 minutes, although further experiments need to be 
carried out to confirm this. 

It !ias also apparent that the type of wood used affected 
the performance. When air-dried Jelatbng was used at cptimum 
draught, the average PHU 23$,under,the same operating, condition% 
the average PHU of the slower burning Iroka was only 145, Short 
billets of wood did not significantly affect the performance. - 
For cooking times of up to 40 minutes it was observed with both 
wcods that the PHU increased as the moisture content was increased 
from 12-257;. However, the time ta boil was not significantly 
affected by variations in the moisture csntent in this range. 

Approximately IOO-120g.of charcoal formed ten minutes 
after tie start when a stove is operating at a burning rate 
that gives the maximum PHU. The amount of aharcoal decreases 
to 50-6Og when burning rates are above or below the optimum. 
Heat balances were carried out on the results of 7 experiments 
at times BP, S,o, BP2 S30 and, BP2 S60a Three of the balances 
showed unaccounted losses of 1.7-2076. Whilst the other four 
were accurate to within f 6~6. 

Given the inaccuracies inherent in these calculations 
it can be concluded that the heat losses from the flue gases 
is approximately 30-4Ph. This increases to 50% when there is 
;; high draught or wet wood is used. Heat lost from.the stove 
1~11 was only significant after a cooking time of 60-70 minutes, 
?.??en the v~all had reached an average temperature of 6%80°C. 
The heat absorbed by the stove accounted for l5-20:/3 of the total 
'i.oss for cooking times up to 60 minutes, In all cases, the . 
%cat lost due to the formation of carbon monoxide was very 
small l (Vhen -the stove js fully sealed the percentage 
corn-position of carbon monoxide in.the flue gases. is less than . 
A$). 

The time needed to start a good fire was dependent on the 
draught, moisture content, size 'and type of wood used and stove' 
temperature, It was found easier-': to start the fire when 

..- --“Wm.- -4.- ----C_U.,.- 

'7 
. As described in Tn*l-.erim Reppcrt Jdo ‘I pu ‘l4.-‘l6 
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Controlling the fire was made more difficuit when short 
rather than long billets of wood were used~ This wn s eqlec:'L~l12y 
SO when-there was a need to decrease tiil? heat output, e.g. after 
a pot had boiled and only simme:~*ing VS.,'; required. When ;l be4 0:: 
charcoal was p~?cd!~~ed the heat ...Ls' ,, r'3~tl\?~-t. and directisn of the ~?.zE~s 
could not be manipulated as ~~!il:h x;id. .4-t -this point Lhc con-trol 
of the fire was mainly oeyenden-t on hew iiluch charcoal ~a.s in tl!e 
firebox. Iroko .ter,decl to produce larger amcunts Of d1as’caai.S 

, ,’ ;- _ 

.-,y;‘“--‘~ ;, ,;)“,,” ) 
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. 
the stove was warm and 2.5 x 2.i x 60 cm pieces of air-dried 
Jelatong were used. 

: 
For both woods Fire attendance (as defined in Interim 

Report No. 1, p.15) was particularly necessary at high 
moisture contents. Regular attendance was necessary to maintain 
the fire and a lot of smoke was produced from the wet Good. *For 

. both woods9 the frequency of attendance was highest when shorter 
billets were used; This was due to the need to replenish the 
fire with separate charges during the test. The use of shorter 
billets also made it diI'ficul-t to position the wood. The need 
for fire attendance was also dependent on the draught, although 
the nature of this dependence was not the same for both woods. 
In the case of Jelatong, an increased draught necessitated more 
attention to the fire but for Iroko, the reverse was true. !i.%e;l 
the stove was operated without a 'baffle at a medium draught it 
was necessary to attend the fire frequently. Under these ccnditic 
the fire was drawn into the connecting,tunnel and br?neath the 
second pot seat. Regular attendance and manipulation of the 
wood was needed to help counteract this effect and keep a steady 
fire under the first pot. 

When the stove was used to simmer or steam, there was less 
need to tend the fire because a bed of charcoals had formed and 
less wood was required to maintain the fire, 

Ease in controlling the fire was affected by all the 
variations in conditions, described above. It was most notable 
that the inclusion of a baffle in the firehox significantly 
improved the ease of control. The baffle re-directed a cons.!der- 
able proportion of the flames back and under the first pot. 
Control of the fire was most difficult.with wet wood, particulx~ly 
at the beginning of the test when ths large volumes of smoke 
produced were a cause of irritation tc the user. 

n 
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4.2.4 

. 

than Jelatong. 

The LSI stove has 2 pot seats which are made to fit 

. _ 

. ' 
specific sizes of flat bottomed pots. The' implication of 
this is that the pots may not be satifactorily interchanged 
between the seats. Ideally, when it is necessary to boil two 
pots of water it should be possible to transfer the second pot 
to the front after the water in the front pot has boiled. If 
this is not possible the water in the second pot can only be - 
boiled by keeping the fire well stoked under the first pot. The # 
disadvantages of this are that: . 

a) more wood is. required to bring the water in the 
second pot to the boil; 

b) it takes longer; 

c) the first pot is kept rigorously boiling, which may 
not be required. 

These disadvantages are accentuated when a baffle is in 
place. When the baffle is not used, the heat taken up by the 
two pots is more even. 

Cooking,Tests 

A standard meal of 5OOg of rice and 5OOg of dhal, each 
with IOOOg of water was cooked in aluminium pots with lids, 
The rice was placed on the front pot hole and the dhal at the 
back. When the rice was oiled, the pots were changed over, 
even though the pot holes were not designed for this. The wood 
was removed when the dhal boiled. Both foods were considered 
cooked after a total of 18 minutes. The total weight of wood 
used (after correction for charcoal formation) was 334g. * 
general Maintenance -LIyI- 

* It was found necessary to clean out 'the ashes from the 
combustion chamber and connecting flue at the beginning of : 
each day. Although the combustion chamber was very accessible 
it was quite difficult to clean out the flue since it was 
immediately behind the baffle. * 

Cracks appeared around the firebox :ind flue during use. 
These needed regular rcpairirl!; as they tended -tc open up a;;a'il? 
soon after 1-,f?filg plastered up e 
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4.3 Discussion of GS Test R'esults 

4.3rl Phvsical Tests 

It was found th-7t under ol35mum conditions without 
baffles 2 likes of water in not, could be broucht to the boil 
in a. time of 24 minutes with 500~1; of wood (effective weight), 
the PHU was I'lS! (see Table 2/C). ' When baffles were placed in 
both the combustion chs,mber snd in the flue uklerneath the 
second oat hole the performance improved msrkedly. However, 
the best performance WAS obtained when only a back baffle . 
v-as used. The time taken to boil 2 litres of water was 12 
minutes, the ouantity of wood used was 241)g and the PHU was . 
579:: (see Table 2/D). The burning rate WP 17g/min. It is 
interesting to note that although the LSI and GS stoves kve 
different shapes, the optimum rate for BP., is apnro~~imataly 
the same in both cases. Awey from this ?HU decreases as both 
burning rate increases and decreases (see Figure 2.6, Ap?encli:: 2), 
Hit11 only a back baffle the optimum PHU occurs at a higher 
draught setting. At the lower draught the flame is draw un . 
close to the first pot and is =t;hr:n directed dew again ink> the 

_ connecting flue. 

With a front baffle the PHU is not so affected by hinh 
draught but is greatly affected by a low draught (see Table 2/E,l? 
It is critical. that the front baffle is correctly pIaced. 'If it 
is placed too far forward the burning volume is too small. and the 
.iJames are quenched. On the other hand if the baffle is too 
f:tr back then the flame is not directed under the first not. 

From the few tests carried out if appears thst the front 
b-ffle should be placed at an angle of 45' - 50' to the floor ' 
n?' the firebcx. The upper edge of th, 0 baffle should be ha31fw:; 
:~-~ross the not hole. 

. 
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operation was 20% (range 18-22Yi9 11 tests). When the water 
in the two pots was simmered for 30 minutes after.boiling 
(about 70 minutes total cooking time) the average PHU 
was found to decrease slightly to 18.59'0 (range 18-217/o, 4 tests} 1 
(see Table 2/G, H). I 

4 .3.2 Operator Tests I 

c The ignition time depended less on variations in draught 
than for the LSI stove. However, it was adversely affected when 
wet wood was used and as before Iroko was more difficult to 
light than Jelatong. The 5 x 5 x 60cm stakes of Jelatong were 
much harder to ignite (in practice when large pieces of wood are 
burnt, one or two stakes would be kept smouldering from the 
previous fire to make ignition easier). When the fire was 
started in a hot stove using 2.5 x 2.5 x 60cm pieces of air- 
dried Jelatong, the ignition time decreased. 

Fire attendance was particularly important with wet weed 
and when larger stakes of Jelatong were used. The larger 
stakes needed very frequent attention to maintain the fire. 

A combination of no baffles and.a medium draught caused 
the fire to be drawn sharply into the 2nd pot seat and up the 
chimney. This meant that rPegular attendance was needed to.heep 
the wood fed under the first pot seat. Over longer periods of 
cooking it was found that the fire did not require so much 
attention, as was observed with the LSI stove. The effects 
of different operating conditions became less marked as the 
stove reached a steady temperature. 

When the draught was reduced by means of a baffle placed 
in the combustion chamber, or a damper in the chimney it became 
possible to control the fire akl its direction out of the 
combustion chamber and hence allow the flames to be dela:red 
under the first pot seat. The combined use of using a baffle 
and damper can be less advantageous if the objective is to 
heat up the back not as well., The use of a baffle when there 
is a low draught will prevent flames reaching the second pot: so 
that less heat will be tra~'sfer~cd to tha pot. 

The introduction of a bsck b.z:Hl.R Jmproved control of the 
fire underneath the secc~ld pot by redirecting any flames xntler 
the Fat seat. 
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When a bed of charcoal has been formed it becomes the main 
source of heat and a front baffle is no longer of any use in 

. 1 

controlling the fire. 

Wet wood adversely affected control of the fire because 
of the smoke produced and the shorter flame lengths. Thi S 
was especially marked at the beginning of a test when the 
stove was cold. When burning the iarger stakes of wood it. - 
was difficult to control the fire because of short flame lengths 
and a decreased volume of flame. In addition the wood could ndt 
be manipulated or stacked as with the smaller pieces 

4.3.3 Cookiw Tests 

The s2mc standard meal and procdure was used as in the 
LSI test. The time taken to cook the meal was 22 minutes end 
the weight of wood used was 417g. 

4. 3.4 General Ma ir~tcnmcn 

The GS stove was no more difficult to clean than the L'S1 
stove. Cracks appeared in the same areas as the I31 stove but 
the extent and depth of them was not as great es the walls were 
thicker. The cracks formed along the thinner wall of the 
firebox and across the bridge between the firebox and second 
pot seat. 

4 .4 Discussion of LSII Test Results (Figure 3) --- -- 

4.4.1 Physical Tests 

A total of eight tests were carried out on this stove. In 
five of the tests, two pots were used and in the remainin!; 
tests three 5ots were used. The two sets of tests were carried 
out consec~ltively. In the fir+ set of tests both pots were 
brought to the boil, The wood remaining was removed and the - 
pots were refilled with 2 litres of water each at 26'C. The 
charcoal rt?r.:zining was used to start the fire for the next test. 
This procedure >;as repeated three times and then the cooking 
time for the foi:r%h test was increased to BP2 S30V and for the 
fifth test. EP2 Sq,. k-J the second set of tests the coo1t.i.n~; .iYi.r?c:s 
were BP 2 sy-v Ke 4 ,5 ii I-F-’ 111 c n t .?I 0 f the weigh-lx of wood used we7.c: ~nauc 

at BP,, BP2 ::nd at the ailL: of the experiment. 

-_Y."s--*- ----c-.-wI-w.. ---,_. ~~~n~~-_l."/...I"U~.n ."."".- -.,.,. --..----YII--IY-..YIY-~----l-. 
0 " 'J]-lc; Tllrjt;y.r r>f j-n~-i~'l t:: taxIt- 'i;,I;:;'l!ffil:;j,~:i'l.I; to ;PJ.fi+, F< rTr:llTh 

@f J-'ili,l '\rtz c','Ij'" .!-t!- }'(l.Jyy j 1' i+ fi :q+r-. * 
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Much more attention was paid to using the dampers proncrly 
in the second set of tests. (The method of using the da:npers 
was altered in the final experiment of the'second series of 
tests). 

lower mass stoves (lO+jOg/min). The PHU varied from 9 to 1755 
for BP, and from 12 to 17Yd for BP2. A'variation in the method 
of operating the dampers changed the performance markedly, (a 
3 rwp from ‘17 ?6 to 120/G in the PHU was obtained when the dampers 
acre used incorrectly). 

Adding a third ppt to the stove did not improve the 
performance. In fact unless the dampers and wood were 
manipulated correctly the performance was p~or~~r (both in ter!Tis 
of.wood used and the time taken to' boil pots 1 and 2). The time 
BP,, ranged from ?6 to 18 minutes for a cold stove to 12 to jY5 ( 
minutes for a hot stove. The PHU increased as the stove body 
warmed up. After approximately three hours the performance of 
the stove reached a maximum and then declined slightly for longer 
burning times. 

4.4.2 -rator Tests -- 

The ignition time in the enclosed combustion chamber of .&he 
Lorena was most sensitive to a change in draught (wet wood was 
not used in these tests, experience in the field having proved 
this to be difficult). Ignition was easiest in a hot stove 
using long sticks of air-dried Jelatong. 

The Fire attendance was adversely affected by a high 

The range of burning rates obtained was larger than for the 

draught. It was necessary to keep feeding large quantities 
of wood because of the fast burning rate. ?/hen the dampers -Co 
pots 2 and 3 were open9 the flame envelope was dispersed an.<t 
drawn away from the bottom of the first pot. Regular aVi~~~:iance 
and manipulai;ion was needed to keep part of the fire under the 
first pot. &ring consecutive tests, when the stove was hot and 
a bed of cha3"coals had formed, less wood was reqL!irc‘:d, t:, m5fLi:lmt.:ji j.i? 
the fire. 
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Control of the flames under the first cot was also difficult - - 
with a high draught. The flames were swept under the flue 
exit without being delayed under the first pot seat. 

- 1' 

The large Lorena has three pot holes. The second and 
third pot holes were made to fit flat-bottomed pots. Therefore 
the pots could not be satisfactorily changed between one oat 
hole and another. , . 

4.4.3 Cooking Tests 

No cooking tests were carried out. 

4.4.4 General Maintenance 

The combustion chamber and connecting flues of the stove 
needed to be cleaned &A every day. 

On account of its large mass the Lorena was found to 
develop less cracks than the smaller stoves. The first crack 
appeared across the bridge of the firebox entrance. 

The chimneys of all the stoves need cleaning at least' 
three times a year, 

- 

c 
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5. COXCLUSIONS'FROMWTEST FGZSULTS 

The principal characteristics of a ;rdd stove which determine 
its performance are the mass, overall size and shape (which are 
in turn governed'by the materials and the size and number of 
pots used), combustion chamber size and shape, length, shape 
and direction of the connecting flues and diameter and height 
of the chimney. 

These physical characteristics, in turri, will determine. 
the effect which a change in Graught, moisture content, size 
of fuel and cooking times will have on the .performance of the 
stove. 

1. Effect of stove size on performance 

The optimum performance,of larger mass stoves occurs 
at longer cooking times. Fig 40 indicates the change in 
temperature which occurs across the walls of large and small 
mass stoves. It can be seen that small mass stoves heat up 
more quickly than large mass stoves. However, the final 
surface temperature of the high mass stove is lower. Thus 

large mass stoves require more ener,gy initially to reach 
their steady state temperature. Once they reach this 
temperature the heat loss from the walls is less(since the 
wall temperature is lower). 

Small Mass Stove Large Mass Stove 

. 

Figure IO: Temperature gredie~~!~ across thz ~1~1s of 
mud stoves 'at d;f.feren-c -hmes (t) (bl . t2 
"tst~ady state 



2. Effect of combustion chamber si7 ,F! and2 shane on nerfoiqmnnce --rr_l_ 
For water to come to the boil efficiently ' and quic!~ly~ - 

in large mass stoves, the heat output must be greater than - 
in smaller stoves (to provide the energy needed to heat up 
the walls). To obtain higher heat outnut rates the volume 
of the combustion chamber must be larger IO . At present 
there is insufficient data to determine precisely the 
relationship between the volume of'the combustion chamber, 
the rate of heat release and the optimum rates of;heat - 
utilisation by not,. 

- 
. Table 3 indicates the ou%nut/volume ratios which wore 

obtained for low and high mass stoves over different coo:rirq 
times (at optimum performance). The table confirms the 
general observations-that for a given cooking time the ratio 
is constant for all types of mud stove. This ratio decreases 
by approximately one third for longer cooking times. It 
should be emphasised that these conclusions are tent&iv'3 
and further test work is needed. It also appears that this 
ratio could- change when clay pots are used. 

Table 3: Ratio.of heat output to combustion chamber 
volume for different cooking times for high and low 
mass stoves 

Stove Type Ratio for 
cooking time 

cl hr 

Ratio for 
cooking time 

>I hr 

GS and LSI 

9 Dutt (?979) has shown that the faster the input of heat into 
the water the lower are the losse s from the pot and the more 
efficient is the cooking process. 

10 111 stoves which have a grate, maximum uutnut is determinad 
by the grate are?, In stoves without a grate it would sn~,oa'r 
that power outnut is related’ to combustion chamber ‘volume S 



At the optimum volume (and optimum draught setting) it 
has been observed visually (through Pyrex dishes) that the. 
flame envelope Just fills the combustion chamber. When the 
volume is toz, large it appears that heat is rapidly dissipated 
away from the burning wood. When the volume is too small 
the flames impinge on the walls and a great deal of soot 
is formed. 

Effect of length and shsoe of connecting flues, pot hole 
size and shape and chimey size on perfomance 

. 
It has been observed visually that efficient combustion 

and heat transfer depend on the flame envelope following a 
certain path in the combustion chamber. The path of the 
flame envelope is affected by the physical parameters 
mentioned above. 

There are two main forces that affect the direction of 
the flame envelope. -The first is the convective force 
drawing the flame towards the cold pot, the second is the 
buoyancy force (draught) drawing the flame out towards the 

?I chimney . When the chimney and flue passages are large the 
draught is large. The flame envelope is then drawn along 
the bottom of the firebox and does not touch the bottom of 
the pot thus both convective and radiation heat transfer 
are reduced. 

When the buoyancy force is small compared with the 
convective force the fJ.ame envelope is drawn up to the 
bottom of the pot. 

" The draught (which is related to the gas velocity) can be 
expressed as: 

A pactual = Bptheoretical -nPfriction 

"theoretiral is equal to the theoretical pressure drop .a 
due to tho difference between the outside air' temperature 
and -tne tern? ereture 
chimney. 

of the gases at the entrance to the 

np+heo-etical is related -to the height and diameter of the L 
chimney. 

QPfrictfon is the prs;;aure dsop du2 -to tha resistance of 
flow of the ~rl-t: as they pass throtlgh the stove and up 3-U.rw 

:, 'C,. ,, '->. 
;&,-" ; ,, ." ', I; i the chimney. 
~&\,;~~~~:;$ ,/. I. ,.,--,( : :*';I, j ./.,.,.,/ ‘ ,;;.L.;y' .‘ ,, _ 
~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~r.."~~~~, )'-&;.::j-$ 1 : ' : .' . &* .,.a &,t$.~a,,r,.; i :s I ,. ._ (..: j i ,.., .:< ,,I..,; ,( .: il. ,'. >,../ 2 --Ii #:‘;.L^,~,~ ,',. -->, 
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A great deal of soot is formed ~.ndicatinE,incomplcte 
combustion and low 'flame temperatures. 

When the draught is' correctly ad&wted the flame enveI.ope _ ' 
takes the path indidated in 

Figure 11:; The path of 

Figure ilb. 

the flame envelope 

a. At a low draught 
the flames impinge 
on the base of the 
Pot 

be At the optimal 
draught the flames 
ILick the base of 
the pot 

-_ 
. 

c. At a high-draught 
the flames are 
drakrn into the 
second pot ho3.e 

. 

High rates of heat transfer are attait>ed alor!~; p!i-l;h rel,q,l;i.ve:.>r 
complete combuction. it ~wo?ilti z?pear? thst poritio::i.nfr, .WP exit 
flue at the bot%om of 'the CGm!.jt~~~t.ic):~ chember has the efP~c*t of 
creating turbu!.cnce ;T,qd i].tc; j-p;.4 :.; jy, 7: (;],lc re:7idence time o*C' the 
+olaCile gaser, in the firebox. If ";he c!::il; flue is no-i; 73J.nC:eil 



- . exactly at the rear of the chamber a baffle must be added 
- (as in the LSI stove.) (Fig8) to' channel the flame envelope 

- . more effectively under the complete area of the base of the pot,, 
Using a baffle in a GS type stove only improves performance when 

it is necessary to use a large,chimney or when the rise in 
Lemperaturc in pot2. needs to be slower than in pot 

I' 
Front 

baffles are not recommended as their correct positioning is too 
critical if maximum performance is to be obtained. : 

The diameter of the exit flues and the volume of the other 
Dot hole is determined by the total resistance to the flov! of 
the gases that is needed to attain maximum heat utilisation in 
the cooking process. 'It is important that the flue holes be 
large enough to permit cleaning. 

The entrance to the flue from the firebox should be slightly 
- wider than the exit with the narrowest point being at the middle 

of the flue. The flue should angle steeply up to the second pot 
hole, Unless only one size of pot is to be used in the second 1 
pot seat, a GS type design of pot seat should be used. I_ The bafflej 
placed under the pot seat will force the hot flue gases to hit : 
the bottom of the pot turn sharply and then increase in velocity 

3 as they 'flow parallel to the pot's surface, thus increasing 
convective heat transfer. The- distance between the bottom of 
the pot and the baffle should be small enough to maximise the 
'convective heat transfer (e.g. in the GS stove 2.5cm was foun'd 
to be the optimum distance). This optimum distance changes 
according to the height and diameter of the chimney, the size of 
stove and width of the pots and shape of the base of the pot, 

The exit flue from the second pot hole should start 
approximately 1,5cm under the lip of the pot seat, and descend 
sharply to the third pot hole or chimney. 

The height of the chimney is detemincd by: 

I) the sh=ipe of the roo f and. the position of the stove in 
the house. If i-k is to one side the ckrimnny will. be short. ' 
If it is in the middle of the house i;l-~ chimney will bn hi;;h, 

'The chimney should protrude GOcm from tier-, l%oof; 



2) the type of roof used. 'If the roof is'made of L - 

flammable material it is preferable to place the chimney : _ . 
through the wall,, The chimney should protrude at least 
60cm from the wall and should not be close to any other 
large object (ie another house); . 

3) the need to use the heat in the flue gas to dry or smoke 
food or provide heat for the room. Dian Desa and Sarvodaya 
have found that small chimneys placed inside the' room are a& 
effective in improving performance and reducing irritation. 
to the user as large chimneys. However, the smoke must have 
an exit to escape through the roof or at,the top of the 
walls.' Using small chimneys considerably decreases the cost 
of a stove. 

To vary the draught either a damper is placed inside the 
chimney (not a recommended practice as they deteriorate quickly), 
or change the size of the chimney. The maximum diameter should 
not be more than 12cm in order to prevent cold air being drawn 
in. 

It has been the experience of ITDG and its collaborators 
that a mud stove designed and tested in one country will never 
be exactly suitable for another cultural setting. It is also 
'probable that no one mud stove design will suit all the different 
requirements of a region. Thus it is important to develop and 
test stoves in a regional or local workshop/test centre 
environment before placing them, in the field. In this section 
an outline will be given of a method that can be used to design 
and optimise performance of mud stoves. 

5.3 Stove Design Guidelines 

1. Determine the range of cooking times and amount of food an$ 
water cooked. 

2. Determine the range of types (and the specific function) . 
and size of pots used; 

3. Determine the range of types, sizes and moisture content 
of fuel available. 

4. Determine if it is necessary to have a chimney placed 
outside or inside and the wind speeds experienced during the 
'year. The former information may be obtained from the users 

'the latter from the local meteorological station. Winds over 
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IO. The results of these tests.will indicate whether or not * 
the new stove design is superior to the traditional stove. 

. I 

Note : The above guidelines have been derived from the 
results of the work done in-the laboratory and the 
field. The process of imnroving these guidelines 
is being continued by ITDG and its collaborators. 

. 
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Def.i:?*i-tj.m of TMTIS 

Percentnpe He7t Uti7j.ction !?HU) P- -1.-w 

. 

Note : For the cooking time BP,,, the PHU = PkJ, and for 
all other cooking times the PHU = PHU2. * 

P.wl = c 2 ‘em (Tf - Ti) 

all pots 
x 100 

(Efm Wf - EC0 "c) 

PHU? = +'Jrn (Tf - Ti) : + l'w, 

(%:> 

all pots 

(Efm Wf - Eco, J$) 

x 100 (%) 

whwe c = syxific heat of watw- =1 ll~cal/lq$f! 

c hi 184 kJ/!ig'C 

(This i.o equal to the avr;:w,y meci.fi.c he!-!?: between c3yl ?l?d RPC ) 
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Note : 

APPENDIX 1 (2) 

weight of water in pot(s) (kg) * 

evaporative weight loss from,pot(s) '(kg) 
.' 

weight of firewood burnt in test (including kindling) 
which is calculated from the initial weight of wood 
minus the final weight of.unburnt wood (kg) ; . 

weight of charcoal produced in test (g) 

initial temperature of.water in pot (OC) 

final temperature of water in pot (OC) 

high heat value (gross calorific value) of firewood 
at moisture content m (dry basis) (MJ/kg 

high heat value of charcoal at zero moisture 
content = 29 MJ/kg 

Efm ..= 100Efo 
. 

100 + m 

ZZZf" 
= high heat value of firewood at zero moisture 

= 20 MJ/kg 

and for m = ls%,(d.b.), Efm = 17.4 W'kg - 
. ' 

: 

Burning Rate (BR) = Wf - Wk - WC E co 

*fm x 100 (g/min) ' 

t - 

where wk = weight of kindling wood used to start fire (g) 

f= duration of test from time when'main charge of wood ha.s 
been ignited to the end of test (min) 

. 
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. . Cooking Times: 

BP1 

i * BP2 
. 

Bpl %o 
l 

BP2 s30 

BP2 "60 

-iii... 

.’ 

= Time to bri<g Pot4 to the boil ' 
. 

= Time to bring Pot2 to the boil 
I 

= Time to bring Pot, to the boil and simmer for 10 mires 

= Time to bring Pot; to the boil and simmer for 30 mins 

=. Time to bring Pot2 to the boil and simmer for 60 mins 

i 
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Test 
NO. 
ig 2: 

1 

2 

3 

5 

5 

6 

7. 

a 

9' 

IO 

11 

T2 

13 

DefG of 
test end 
uoint 

BPl 
BPl 
BPl 

BP, 

Bpl 

BP1 
BP1 

BP, , 

Bp1 
BP 1 

BPl 
BP, 

BP1 

, .i .- 

Draught 

Medium A5 Jelatong A 

Medium 15 Jelatong A 

High 30 Jelatong A 

Medium 15 Jelatong A 

High -I5 Jelatong A 

iviedium 15 Jelatong A 

Nedium -I5 Jelatong A 

Medium. 15 Jelatong A 

Medium 20 Jelatong A 

Medium 25 Iroko A 

Medium 15 Jelatong B 

High 11 Iroko A 

Medium 30 Jelatong A 

Moisture 
?4 d,b. 

Wood Type & 
Size 

- A = 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 6Ocm 

3 = 2.5~1 x 2.5cm x ?5cm 

F = Front Baffle 

Table 2.7: LSI TEST RFSULTS 

Baffles 

None X 

F X 

F X 

F J, 

F X 

F X 

F X 

F X 

F X 

*F. x 

F X 

F jt 

F X 

Hot 
Stove 

Quantity of 
water 

p2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

.2 

2 

Burning 
Rate 
(g/min) 

70 

30 

25 

23 

22 

19 

18 

18 

18 

15 

17 

16 

12 

PHU 
!Jf' 0 

12 

14 

15 

18 

18 

24 

24 

23 

22 

18 

16 

15 

17 



Figure 2.2: LSI Stove: Plot of PI-N versus Burning Rate at BP1 
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Table 2.3: LSI TEST REXJL!!S 

. 

T&d Def" of Draught Moisture Wood Size & Baffles Hot 
NO. test end 96 6.b. 

QUaIltity Of 
Twe Stove Water 

Burning PHU2 
Rate 

point % 
- 5 p2 k/mid 

14 BPl %o Medium 15 Jelatong A None x 2 2 . 28 12 

15 BPl slo Medium 15 Jelatong A F x 2 2 ‘27 13 

-16 BP1 slo High 30 Jelatong A F. x 2 2 25 15 

17 BPI %o Medium 15 Jelatong A F J 2 2 22 * ,A7 

18 High 75 Jelatong A F X '2 2 20 14 

14 c Medium 15 Jelatong A F x 2 2 19 18 

20 Medium 75 Iroko A F x 2 2 q7 17 

21 1 

I 

BP? sqo Medium 15 Jelatong A F ' X 2 2 17’ 36 

22. BP1 slo Medium 15 Jelatong B F X’ 2 2 ‘16 22 

23 I Bpl %o High 11 Iroko A F X 2 2 14' 23 

24 9 %o Mediti 25 Iroko A F x' 2 . 2 11 .27 

25 BP1 S10 Medium 30 Jelatong A D X 2 2 9. 22 

1 
a A - I - r- x = d.3cm x z.>cm x wcm 
B A 2,5cm x 2.5cm x 15cm 
F = Frnnt baffle 

. . 



F&&are 2.4: LSI Stovk: Plot of PHU' versus Burning Rate at BP1 Slo 
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Table 2.5: GS TEST RESULTS 

Test DeE of Draught Moisture Flood Type & Baffles Hot Quantity of. Burning pHu* 
NO l test end % d.b. Size Stove Water Rate 

point k/min) 
(%I 

p1 p2 

1 BP, - Medium 43 Jelatong A B .x 2 2 12.0 13.0 

t 
I 

2 BP? Nedium 47 Jelatong A B&F x '2 2 j3.0 14.0 

=i i Bp? 
I Medium 35 

1 BP? High 15 

Jelatong A A B&F 2 2 14.5 15.0 

Jelatong B&F 

J X 

2 2' 14.0 16.5 

5 1 BP, Medium 15 Jelatong A B&F X 2, 2 16.6 17.0 

6 i 

I 

BF1 Medium '15 Jelatong A B&F X 2 2 18.1 l&5 

7 13?l Medium 15 Jelatong A B X. 2 2 19.0 18.0 

8 BP, High 75 Jelatong A B&F X 4 .2 20.0 16.5 

9 BP I Low 15 Jelatong"A B&F X 2 2 22.0 15.0 

10 I Bp2 High 15 Jelatong A B&F J 2 2 22.0 19.0 

11 BP2 Medium 15 Jelatong A B&F X 2 2 21.0 J9.0 

'12 BP2 Medium 15 Jelatong A B&F X 2 2 2-i.o 19.0 

13 B?2 Medium 15 Jelatong A B&F X 2 2 20.0 20.0 

14 BP2 Medium 15 Jelatong A B&F X 4 2. 17.0 19.0 

! '_ I 

. 



Table 2.5: GS TEST RESULTS (contd). . 

Test DefB of 'Draught Moisture Wood Type & Baffles Hot Quantity of Burning PHU * 
NO. test end - 46 d.b. Size - Stove Water Rate 

point .. k/min) (%I 

pl .p2 

15 BP2 Medium 75 Jelatong A B X 2 2 16.0 21.0 

t6 Bp2 Low 15 Iroko A B&F X 2 2 15.0 19.0 

-77 BP2 Medium 47 Jelatong A B X 2 2 12.0 '19.0 

18 BP2 Low 15 Jelatong A B&F X 2 2 11.0 22.0 

19 BP2 s30 Low 15 Jelatong A. B&F X 2 2 18.0 19.0 

20 BP2 s30 High 15 Jelatong A B&F .X 2 2 17.0 18.5 

21 
. 

BP2 -s30 Medium 15 Jelatong A B & F X 2 2 16.0 18.0 

22 BP2 S30 Medium 15 Jelatong A B X 2 2 12.0 21.0 

I b 

A = 2.5 x 2.5 x 60cm 
B = B&k baffle 
F = Front.baffle 
* = For BP1 PACT % = PHUl -. For BP2 and BP, S,, PHus/n - ey~!~ - jv 
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-xi- . APPENDIX 3 

DISCUSSIONS OF TESTS OR THREE STUNES FIREPLACE 

Introduction 

Tests were carried out over the range of cooking times BP1, 

BP1S30 and BP1S60. The variables examined included wood size, 
wood type, moisture content, amount of water used and ambient wind 
conditions (still air, slight draught and gusty conditions, wind 
spped on anenometer ranged between 5 .and '15,mph). The height of 
the pot above the grate was maintained at approximately 8cm. This 
corresponded to the suggested optimum height reported by Prasad 
et al 1980. 

-Xt was‘found that when a three stones fire is carefully 
controlled and placed away‘from breeze it p,erf orms very efficiently. 
The average time taken to bring 2 litres of water to the boil was 

'14 minutes; the wood consumed was approximately 180g (effective 
weight) and the P1lT.J was 2@,6. 

These are similar to the results found by Prasad et al 1980, 

Unfavourable operating conditions increased the amount of wood 

used to 240& (effective weight), the time taken to boil to 18 
minutes and the PHU fell to 15%; When boiling double the quantity 
of water the time and the amount-of wood used was also approximately 
doubled. Under all conditions the PHU increased until BP1S30, 

.then declined at the time BPISGO. The moisture content of the wood 
did not significantly change the performance of-the three stones, 
At 57$ moisture. content the wood used and time to boil increased 
by 15-20% and the PHU decreased to 17~4. The overall test results 
suggest that the most important variable to affect the performance 
was the draught flowing around the fireplace. The relationship 
between the PHU and the burning rate is shown graphically in 
Fi,gure 3.7 and Figure 3.2 indicates the scatter . wood used as 
a function of cooking time. 

As the cooking time increased so the variation in performance 
of the stove increased. At cooking time BP,, the PHU did not vary ' 
over a wide range of burning rates> At BPISSO the smallest 
vsriation due to onerating conditions or user inefficiency could 
Affect the stove's performance. This se17r;itivity could, account 
for the wide variation in the reported efficiencies of open . 
Yireplaces. 
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